
All our designs are intentionally timeless. They withstand trends and

associate well with dierent styles, and they can be passed on from

one home to the next, carrying over the stories of one lifetime into

another. Our collections go back to the essence of what we believe

is good design: pieces full of character, made from quality materials

that age beautifully. We love that solid wood evolves with the years

as it carries the marks of the life that happens to it. 

We create collections for every room or space: from the furniture

that denes the purpose of an area, to the objects that layer it with

meaning. Nothing excites us more than seeing how people love and

use our products in the story of their life. 
 

UNIQUENESS OF THE PRODUCT 

Our products are created using classic and traditional techniques,

such as metal-leang, hand-painting, silk screen-printing and

ageing. Due to the handcrafted nature of our products, each item

will vary. We consider this a sign of uniqueness and quality.

TIMELESS DESIGN

ABOUT US



www.ethnicraft.com

Join us @ethnicraft

We create the foundations of your home, 

to inspire the stories of your life.



C A R E  I N S T R U C T I O N S

MIRRORS

We create the foundations of your home, 

to inspire the stories of your life.



There is a range of cleaning products making claims to be best for

mirrors, but the cleaning and maintenance of glass and mirrors are

actually simple and inexpensive. We recommend the following: 

 z The best and safest cleaner for a mirror is clear, warm water 

on a soft, lint-free cloth. Ensure all water is squeezed from 

the cloth before wiping. Dry the mirror immediately with a dry 

lint-free cloth.

 z Don’t use harsh cleaners for mirror clean up after installation.

Both acid and alkali substances can damage the front surface, 

edges, or backing of the mirror. Abrasive cleaners should 

never be used on any mirror surface.

 z Don’t spray cleaners directly on the mirror. Instead, apply a 

small amount of cleaner directly onto a soft, lint-free cloth to 

wipe the mirror. This will help prevent the cleaner from  

contacting the edges of the mirror and damaging them.

 z Don’t use commercial mirror cleaners that contain ammonia 

or vinegar.

 z Do use soft, lint and grit-free cloths to clean a mirror.  

This reduces the chances of scratching.

 z Care should always be taken to ensure all joints and edges are 

dry so that no liquid or cleaner comes into contact with the 

mirror’s edges and backing.

 z These products are intended for indoor use only.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS



Frames

Depending on the material, our frames are nished with a

protective topcoat to repel common substances. However, this

protective coat is no foolproof guarantee against stains and liquids,

which should always be removed immediately. To take care of your

mirror frame, we recommend the following:

 z Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth.

 z For a more thorough cleaning, use the appropriate  

recommended cleaning solution for your material:

 

  o  Wood: use furniture polish with a soft cloth.

  o  Metal: use mild soap and warm water. Rinse   

      with clean water and wipe dry.

  o  Minerals: use a damp cloth and natural detergents.

These frames should be treated carefully as they can get scratched

when using aggressive cleaning products. Avoid direct contact

with abrasive/high acidity products.

For more detailed information regarding the nish of the wood,

please refer to the specic product page on our website,

www.ethnicraft.com



Wall mounted installation

We recommend:

 z Choosing a sturdy xing suitable for the wall (drywall, plaster  

or brick). Test before hanging the product.

 z Before drilling into the wall, tape an open envelope below  

the spot to catch the dust.


